Introduction
The objective of this work is to introduce and analyze a new natural mechanism through which a vector field depending on a parameter may evolve, when the parameter varies, from a vector field exhibiting a very simple dynamical nature (say, having a finite chain recurrent set), into one exhibiting non trivial forms of recurrence.
For diffeomorphisms, the study of such mechanisms goes back to the work of Newhouse and Palis [NP1] , where they considered one-parameter families of diffeo" morphims and analyzed the dynamics of the diffeomorphisms corresponding to values of the parameter close to the first bifurcation parameter (i.e. the first value of the parameter for which the diffeomorphism is not Morse-Smale). After avowing the difficulties of proving which is the generic dynamics at the first bifurcation, they focused their research on the case when at the first bifurcation value the chain recurrent set of the diffeomorphism is the union of a finite set of hyperbolic periodic orbits and a cycle i.e. a finite family of hyperbolic periodic orbits linked, in a cyclic way by orbits contained in the intersections of stable and unstable manifolds of different periodic orbits of the family [NP2] . They conjectured a certain genericity of this property, to be recalled below. In that paper and afterwards in a joint work with Takens [NPT] , the authors describe how the cycle explodes when the parameter increases. Explosion here means, as usual in this context, a sudden increase of the size of a relevant dynamically defined set (say, the non wandering set) triggered by a small perturbation of the sytem. Essentially, in [NP1] , [NP2] and [NPT] , a perturbation of the system leads to the creation of homoclinic tangencies and then to the vast array of phenomena they carry on their wake (Newhouse wild horseshoes, persistent tangencies, non hyperbolic attractors, etc.). Their research then moves to the natural question of how large are the set of parameters for which each one of these phenomena arise, and their main and more accurate results are in the case of diffeomorphisms of two dimensional manifolds [NP2] , [NPT] , [PT] . For vector fields without singularities, a similarity with the case of diffeomorphisms of surfaces can be expected. But, when the cycle whose explosion gives birth to non trivial dynamical structures contains a singularity, new mechanisms, with no analogy with the case of diffeomorphisms of surfaces, arise.
The first such mechanism was studied by Afraimovic and Shilnikov in [AS] , where they considered one-parameter families of vector fields on 3-dimensional manifolds that cross the boundary of the Morse-Smale region through the collision of two saddles producing a saddle-saddle singularity whose stable and unstable manifolds have transversal intersections. They analyse how, after crossing the boundary, this saddle-saddle self connection unfolds into non trivial hyperbolic sets that admit an accurate description in terms of Bernouilli shifts.
Our objective is the explosion of what we shall call singular cycles, i.e. cycles containing a hyperbolic singularity, and we shall describe how they explode in a way entirely different from that of the cycles of diffeomorphisms of surfaces or the AfraimovicShilnikov cycle. Through the explosion of such a cycle we enter a region largely filled by Axiom A flows, and in an important subcase, the non Axiom A flows that may appear are arranged in a codimension 1 lamination of the space of vector fields, having small Hausdorff dimension, and where each leaf of the lamination is characterized as a class of topologically equivalent vector fields, whose dynamics is a generalization of the Lorenz-Guckenheimer-Williams attractor [GW] and the Labarca-Pacffico [LP] singular horseshoe.
Let us now give the precise statements of our results. Let M be a compact and boundaryless 3-manifold and let ^ be the Banach space of C" vector fields on M. If X e^ denote F(X) its chain recurrent set. We say that X e ^ is simple when F(X) is a union of finitely many hyperbolic critical orbits. By a critical orbit we mean an orbit that is either periodic or singular. It is easy to see that the set S*" of simple CV vector fields is an open subset of ^r.
Denote by C k {I, ^r) the space of families X^ of C' vector fields depending on a parameter ^ e [-1, 1] such that the map [-1, 1] 9 (JL h-> X^ e ^ is G^ Endow 0^(1, ^r) with the C^ topology.
Among the families X^ e (?(!, ^r), we distinguish those that start at a simple system, i.e. The crossing parameter value of such a family is the supremum of the [L'S such that X e S*' (or, what is the same, the minimum (A such that X^ ^S 1 '). Denote by C^(I, ^r) the set of such families. To simplify the notation, and without loss of generality we shall add to the definition of C^(I, ^r) the requirement that the crossing value of the parameter be zero, i.e.
X^eG^I,^)
f X^ e S' if ^ < 0,
.x^s-.
A cycle of a vector field X e ^ is a compact invariant chain recurrent set of X consisting of a finite family of hyperbolic periodic orbits and orbits whose a and o-limit sets are different hyperbolic periodic orbits of the family.
Translated into our context, what Newhouse and Palis conjectured in [NP] is that for a generic family X^ e C^(I, ^l r ), XQ either has a non hyperbolic periodic orbit or a cycle. Even without the support of this conjecture, that remains widely open, cycles are a crucial concept for the understanding of how complex dynamical objects are born from very simple ones.
An orbit y °f a vector field X is nontransversal if a(y) and o)(y) are hyperbolic critical orbits and the stable and unstable manifolds of a(y) and (o(y) intersect nontransversally along y.
Our object of study will be simple singular cycles defined as follows: a simple singular cycle A of a vector field X e SC 9 is a cycle of X satisfying:
a) A contains a unique singularity (TO.
b) The eigenvalues ofD^ X : T^ M <-3 are real and satisfy -^3 < -X^ < 0 < Xg. The motivation of this definition is closely related to the following property which is nowadays standard knowledge in bifurcation theory. This means that the cycle persists topologically unchanged in^ n ^ and is broken in ^-, leaving behind a very simple dynamical object. The explosion will really take place in the other connected component of °U -^T, to be denoted ^+. Define ^g as the set ofYe ^ such that the chain recurrent set ofY/A(Y, U) is CT()(Y) plus a transitive hyperbolic set. The set ^ fills a very large part of ^+. This is the content of the next result, in whose statement m{ •) denotes the Lebesgue measure of subsets of R. 
The study of ^+ -^<g heavily depends on whether the eigenvalues -^3 < -Xi < 0 < â t the singularity GQ satisfy -\ + Xg > 0 or -T^ + Xg < 0. In the first case we say that the cycle is expanding and in the second that is contracting.
Denote by c{') the upper limit capacity of subsets of R. This leads naturally to introduce a new open subset ^g/ C ^+ consisting of those vector fields Y e ^+ for which the chain recurrent set ofY/A(Y, U) is the union of(To(Y), a transitive hyperbolic set and a unique attracting periodic orbit. It is clear that this set is open. The natural question is:
In the expanding case, the next theorem will show that ^g. is empty and ^g is dense in ^+. In a special contracting case, determined by supplementary conditions on the eigenvalues of the singularity, an affirmative answer to the question has been recently given by Pacffico and Rovella [PR] . This gives a complete description of ^ -^ m ^e expanding case. Our next and final result shows the stability of one-parameter families of vector fields crossing ^T transversally, in the expanding case.
We say that a one-parameter family X^ e G^I, ^r) is F-stable if for all s > 0 there exists a neighborhood ^ of X^ in €!'(!, ^r) such that if Y^ e ^ there exist a reparametrizing homeomorphism <p : I -> I, s-near to the identity, and, for each [L e I, a topological equivalence h^ between X^/F(X^) and Yjr(Y^), s-near to the identity, such that the map (^,^)e{(^^);^eI,^er(X^}h^(y(^),^))e{^,z<;);^I,coer(Y^} is continuous.
Theorem 5. -If X^ e ^ is as in the statement of Theorem 2 and X^ has an expanding simple singular cycle, then there exists
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Proof of the Theorems
Proof of Theorem 1.
Let X e ^ be a vector field having a simple singular cycle A with isolating block U C M. For simplicity we will assume that A contains a unique periodic orbit. So, A is the union of a singularity GQ, a periodic orbit a-^ and a unique nontransversal orbit y such that X(y) = (TO ^d ^(y) = ^r Let S be a cross section to the flow of X at qe a-^ parametrized by {(^);mbi^ i} and satisfying W 8^) ^ {(^, 0); | x \ ^ 1 } and W^i) ^ {{x,y); \y \ < 1 }.
We call a closed subset C C S a horizontal strip if it is bounded (in S) by two disjoint continuous curves connecting the vertical sides of S, {(-\,y), \y \ ^ 1 } and {(l^)J^I^ 1}.
ILetp be the first intersection ofy with S. Then? === (XQ, 0) and we assume XQ > 0. Since W^i) intersects W^dg) and y has GQ as a-limit and o-i as co-limit set, a first return map F is defined on a subset of S. Moreover, if q^ = (0,j^o) e S is such that its co-limit set is GO then there exists a horizontal strip R 9 ^ so that F is defined on R. As A is isolated, we have A n SC{(A:,^);J^ 0} and F(R) C{(x,j/),j^ 0}. See figure 2. Before going through the proof of Theorem 2, let us introduce some notation. Let X e ^ be a vector field having a simple singular cycle A with isolating block U. For simplicity we will assume that A contains a singularity (TO, a unique periodic orbit CTI and a unique non transversal orbit y C W^do) such that a(y) = CTQ and co(y) = GI. Let S, °U, ^T, ^+ and ^T be as above. Taking ^ small enough, S is also a cross section for every Y e ^ at G-i(Y), where CTi(Y) is the periodic orbit obtained by conti- This lemma implies that after a G 1 change of coordinates, 6y(^) and Sy{x) do not depend on x and that g^[x,y) does not depend on y. For simplicity we assume 6y(^) == 1. We also have c{x,jy) == 0. As TC^ is a diffeomorphism, a{x,y) + 0 and d{x,jy) =)= 0 for every {x,y). Thus using ^ we conclude that there are real positive constants C and K so that
e)
0< ^/Y(^) ^K.^+r^,j),
and g^jf) ^ C.x^-1 + r^y), I r^y)\ < constant.^. We now come to the proof of Theorem 2.
Given Y e ^+, let ^ == 1 +J^1 and ={Y e^; 3^o eN so that Ay.py^ py. To prove Theorem 2 we shall actually prove that there exist positive real constants Mi, M^ and 8 so that
where X^ is a one-parameter family as in the statement of Theorem 2. This obviously implies the result. The previous lemma implies the existence of a stable cone field for Fy. So, to obtain the hyperbolicity ofA(Fy, Q 4 ') we have only to prove the existence of an unstable cone field for Fy. We will actually prove the existence of an unstable cone field for Gy ='F^O +2 which easily implies the result. For this we claim that if % is small enough, then u, v}; u = u{x,jy), v = v{x,jy) For {x,y} e Ry, either Fy^,^) e Ryfor every j = 0, 1, .... ^ + 1 or Fy^) e Ry forj = 0, 1, ..., yzo and F^1^) eR^. In the first case G^y} = P^^2^,^) and the result follows trivially. In the second case Gy^FyoP^1 and we argue as before.
We now prove (iii). For {x,y) eS.y we have (2) || DF^2^)^!,!) || =||(^)||^ \\v\\^V^\\\-y\^-\
If ay -1 < 0, choosing ^ small enough we are done. Otherwise, since {x,jy) e Sly we have y< 1 -A.y^2-1 -0^ and hence | 1 -y j^-1 ^ A^-^yy-^2. So its itinerary is a. Now we observe that the proof we gave in Lemma 2 (actually inequality (3)) implies the unicity of such an x. Denote by Ag the maximal invariant set of ^y. The result above implies that the pre-orbit ofO by gy is dense in Ag and so Ag is transitive. This implies the transitivity ofA(Fy,Q+).B
To conclude the proof of Theorem 2 it remains to prove inequality (1) above. For this, let X^ e ^ be as in the statement of the theorem. We start by reparametrizing Xî n such way that^ = ( JL -As before oco = ^iWI^W where -^(O) < -Xi(0) < 0 < ^(O) are the eigenvalues of DXo((To), CQ the singularity contained in the simple singular cycle AQ of Xo.
We will assume a^ == a, A^ == A and p^ = p for 0 < p. < e. The general case, although more difficult can be done in a similar way.
Let KO > 0 be so that p~ Bo If R* = U R*», i = 1, 2, we have { (x; X^ <^-} = R 1 u R 2 . So, to obtain (1)
it is enough to prove that
Indeed, if (AeR^, n^ »o, then (A s$ p"" and so (x 01 l^ p""'"" 1 which implies
The other inequality of (1) Since the change of coordinates above is differentiable and depends C 1 on (A, the result is a consequence of following lemma.
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Lemma 4. -Given y. as above, { pi ^ p; X^ f ^g } is a Cantor set audits limit capacity satisfŷ
Proof. -We will assume o^ = a, p^ = p and A^ == A for 0 ^ pi ^ (1. The general case, more difficult, can be done using the same ideas and similar calculations.
Given HQ e N, let ^ == p^o and if E C [0, ^] denote by E 0 the complement of E m [0,?] .
Observe that for 0^ pi^ ^ we have ^(1) = pi, ^(1) = p.pi, .. .,^°(1) = p^.pi and^(l)=^°(?0==l.
Define, inductively, Go((Ji) = g^^l) = ^°((x) and G, (pi) ==^(G,_,(pi))for^^ 1. We claim that min G^((JI) ^ p*min G^_i(pi), A ^ 1. Indeed
G,^) ==^^(G^^)) + ^^(G,_^)).G,_^).
a As ^^(^-i^)) ^ 0 ^d ^^(Gfe-i(^)) > P we get [A e [0, [LQ] . As before we can assume y^ == [A.
(L et TtQ e N be such that ^n o < ^0 for every [L e [0, pio] . To each n > HQ let (JL^ be so that p^.^ == 1. Then F^-^, 1) == (p^.^, 1) and since F^(A-, 1) == (^, (JiJ for every 0< x^ 1 we obtain F^^A?^, ^) = (^, pij. So, (^, (JiJ is a periodic orbit of F^ corresponding to a homoclinic orbit for X^ associated to <T()(X^).
As a^> 1, F^ is differentiable at {x, 1) and DF^, 1) = 0 for every 0^ ^< 1. Thus DF^^^ , (xj = 0 and (^ , (JL^) is an attracting periodic orbit for F^. We also have F^-^R^J c R^, where R^ = R^^ was defined before. As F,, varies continuously with [L, we obtain that there is 0 < ^ < ^ such that F^ ^R^) C interior (R°^). Hence, F^1 has an attracting fixed point in the interior of R^ which is also an attracting periodic orbit of X^ . Clearly the o-limit set of yo(^) is this attracting periodic orbit, where Yo(^) ls ^e separatrix of G^iri) close, in compact parts, to YO* Letting n go to infinity we finish the prove. Notice that for every ^, e [^, (AJ the vector field X^ has an attracting periodic orbit and the co-limit set of it.
• From now on we assume that the simple singular cycle A of X is expanding, that is, ao === X^/Xg < 1 where -^3 < -X^ < 0 < Xg are the eigenvalues of DX(<ro), o-o Ae singularity contained in A.
The next lemma characterizes the vector fields in ^g in this case. (ii) A(Y, U) ij a hyperbolic set; (iii) 3 n e N ji^A ^Aa^ F^y^y) ^ Dy == Ry u Ry, Dy ^ ^ domain of Fy; (iv)(^^)^A(Fy,Q + ).
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The fundamental tool for the proof of this lemma is the existence of an invariant unstable cone field for Fy, Y 6 ^\^-, and consequently, of an invariant unstable foliation ^ for Fy. This foliation is obtained by the Fy-foward saturation of a foliation ô f the fundamental domain for Fy which looks like the one on figure 5. The foliation î s singular because through the Fy-orbit of (^jyy) there are infinitely many leavesT he proof of the existence of such unstable cone field is contained in Lemma 2. We point out that for ay < 1, the proof ends at inequality (2) of Lemma 2. These remarks together with Lemma 3 easily imply Lemma 5.
Proof of Theorems 4 and 5.
Let ^, %-, W+ and ^ be as in Theorem 1. By lemma 1, after a G 1 change of coordinates, we can assume that the horizontal lines y = constant in Q+ form a stable foliation ^ for Fy, for every Y e ^+ U./T. Recall that ^+ " the set of Y e ^+ such that A(Y, U) is hyperbolic and ^+ = ^+\^+. Given X e ^+, we shall prove that there exists a C 1 codimension-one submanifold ^ such that the dynamics of A(Y, U) for every Y e^ ^ up to a topological equivalence, the same. In order to prove this, let us first fix some notation.
To Shrinking ^ if necessary we prove, as in lemma 6, the following. Let^x =={ Y 6^ ^o(Y) e1vv 8( x 5 Y )}• We claim that N^ is a codimension-one submanifold defined on a neighborhood ^x^^ °^ X-Furthermore, for every X e ^ n ^B? t^le corresponding *^ is such that ^xX^S ^a !s two connected components. The proof of these facts is a consequence of the implicit function theorem. Indeed, assuming Wg(X, Y) = {(^(X, Y)), 0 ^ x ^ 1 } and defining H(X, Y) =^(X$ Y) -jpy one has ^^ == {Y; H(X, Y) ==0}, Since there exists a direction YQ along which 3 rf --H(X, X) == -H(X, X + ^Yo) L=o + ° the P 1 ' 0^ of the claim follows.
0\Q dS
The next lemma provides a condition implying the coincidence between Wg(X, Y)
and Ws(X,Y). Proo/'. -Suppose first that RQ^X) is an eventually periodic orbit of F^. Then, the stable leaf through po{^) is an eventually periodic leaf of the stable foliation yf or FX. This implies that there exists a hyperbolic periodic orbit q of F^ so that po(X.) eW 8^) . Let ^y be the continuation of q for Y in a small neighborhood of X. Then we clearly have W^X, Y) c W^y) and W^X, Y) =Ws(X,Y). In this casê -{Y^Y^W^y)}. Now assume that A)(X) is not eventually periodic. Then ^o(Y) is not eventually periodic for every Y e^x. Suppose that there is Y e^x such that A(Y) e Q^ for j == 0, 1, ..., TiQ -1 and^(Y) = (A^J^) withj/y 0 > 1. Let Y(, 0 < ^ 1, be a G 1 arc contained in ^/^, Yo == X and Y^ = Y. Then there exists IQ e (0, 1) so that j^ (Y( ) e{(^, 1), | x | ^ 1 }. Hence, ^o(Y^) is eventually periodic, which is a contradiction.
Thus, pj{Y) e Q. for every j ^ 0 and reasoning as before we obtain
